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A digital version 
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MS Excel format
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from around the world
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Simple, quick 
and effective

The MSG Data Licence 
provides a universal 

coding system

The Guide helps purchasers and suppliers 
match and supply goods easily by using 
a unique six digit code to identify products 
exactly to an individual description  
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The world’s leading reference source for maritime purchasing and supply



The IMPA Marine Stores Guide
The leading product reference source for the maritime industry  
- the Marine Stores Guide (MSG) first appeared in 1978 as  
a printed book and is widely considered to be the world’s  
leading reference source for maritime purchasing and supply

Order online: marinestoresguide.com

The MSG guide is split into 
sections for easy reference 
and these include:

• Cloth and Linen Products  

• Tableware and Galley Utensils  

• Clothing • Rope and Hawsers

• Rigging Equipment and General 

Deck Items • Marine Paint • Painting 

Equipment • Safety Protective Gear 

• Safety Equipment • Hose and 

Couplings • Nautical Equipment 

• Medicine • Petroleum Products 

• Stationary • Hardware • Brushes  

and Mats • Lavatory Equipment 

• Cleaning Material and Chemicals 

• Pneumatic and Electrical Tools 

• Hand Tools • Cutting Tools 

• Measuring Tools • Metal Sheets, 

Bars etc • Screws and Nuts • Pipes  

and Tubes • Pipe and Tube Fittings 

• Valves and Cocks • Bearings 

• Electrical Equipment • Packing  

and Jointing • Welding Equipment 

• Machinery Equipment • Welfare 

Items • Provisions and Slop Chest

Languages: Includes Russian, English, 
Spanish, Chinese and Japanese

More than 110,000 copies of the guide are in 
circulation and are used on-board ships as 
well as in offices throughout the world. Many 
of the the world’s leading purchasers such 
as ship managers and owners use the book 
every day as the essential source of marine 
products.

The Guide helps purchasers and suppliers 
match and supply goods easily by using a 
unique six digit code to identify products 
exactly to an individual description. The  
codes have remained consistent and 
unchanged in almost 40 years.

The 7th and current edition of the guide was 
comprehensively expanded to list more than 
50,000 codes from tableware and galley 
utensils to welding equipment and marine 
coatings.  

The Marine Stores Guide Data has recently 
become more significant in value to ship 
owners and operators as well as ship 
suppliers. With the increasing adoption 
of electronic ship supply management 
(ecommerce), the Marine Stores Guide  
has become especially useful for the 

specification of stores items in electronic 
trading. If the purchaser includes the IMPA 
Number (already held in his purchasing 
system) for the required items in his  
electronic RFQ or Purchase Order, the 
supplier can read this IMPA Number  
directly into his sales order system,  
matching it to the appropriate stock item.

The use of the IMPA Marine Stores Guide 
in ecommerce has as advantage over 
the printed guide, as the printed version 
is only updated once every 5 years. In 
the intervening period, certain items may 
become obsolete and others may need to 
be added to the guide. IMPA has recognised 
this, and now provides updates to the 
catalogue on a six-monthly cycle. These 
updates are only available in electronic 
form. The latest version of the MSG Data 
includes more than 50,000 codes.

To use the IMPA Marine Stores Guide in 
electronic form (to import the code data into 
your purchasing or sales order system), you 
will need to purchase an  IMPA Marine  
Stores Guide Data Licence.

590101 59-1/8
590102 59-1/8
590105 59-1/8
590106 59-1/8
590107 59-1/8
590108 59-1/8
590109 59-1/8
590201 59-1
590202 59-1
590203 59-1
590204 59-1
590205 59-1
590206 59-1
590207 59-1
590208 59-1
590209 59-1
590210 59-1
590211 59-1
590212 59-1
590213 59-1
590214 59-1
590215 59-1
590216 59-1
590217 59-1
590218 59-1
590219 59-1
590220 59-1
590221 59-1
590222 59-1
590223 59-1
590224 59-1
590225 59-1
590226 59-1
590227 59-1
590228 59-1
590229 59-1
590230 59-1
590231 59-1
590232 59-1
590233 59-1
590234 59-1
590235 59-1
590236 59-1
590237 59-1
590238 59-1
590239 59-2
590240 59-2
590241 59-2
590242 59-2
590243 59-2
590244 59-2
590245 59-2
590246 59-2
590247 59-2
590248 59-2
590249 59-2
590250 59-2
590251 59-2
590252 59-2
590253 59-2
590254 59-2
590255 59-2
590256 59-2
590257 59-2
590258 59-2

590259 59-2
590260 59-2
590261 59-2
590262 59-2
590263 59-2
590264 59-2
590265 59-2
590266 59-2
590267 59-2
590268 59-2
590269 59-2
590270 59-2
590271 59-2
590272 59-2
590273 59-2
590274 59-2
590275 59-2
590276 59-2
590277 59-2
590278 59-2
590279 59-2
590280 59-2
590281 59-2
590282 59-2
590283 59-2
590284 59-2
590285 59-2
590286 59-2
590287 59-2
590301 59-2/8
590302 59-2/8
590303 59-2/8
590306 59-8
590308 59-8
590316 59-3
590317 59-3
590321 59-3
590322 59-3
590323 59-3
590324 59-3
590325 59-3
590326 59-3/8
590331 59-4/8
590332 59-4/8
590333 59-4/8
590334 59-4/9
590341 59-5/9
590342 59-5/9
590346 59-5/9
590347 59-5/9
590348 59-5/9
590351 59-5/9
590352 59-5/9
590353 59-5/9
590361 59-6/9
590362 59-6/9
590366 59-6
590367 59-6
590372 59-6
590373 59-6
590382 59-6/9
590383 59-6/9
590384 59-7
590385 59-7
590387 59-6

590388 59-6
590389 59-7
590391 59-28
590392 59-28
590393 59-28
590394 59-28
590398 59-11
590399 59-11
590401 59-10
590403 59-10
590405 59-11
590406 59-10
590407 59-10
590408 59-10
590409 59-10
590410 59-10
590411 59-11
590413 59-11
590416 59-11
590417 59-11
590418 59-11
590419 59-11
590421 59-18
590422 59-19
590423 59-19
590424 59-19
590425 59-19
590426 59-19
590429 59-20
590430 59-20
590431 59-8
590441 59-19
590442 59-19
590443 59-19
590445 59-20
590446 59-19
590447 59-19
590448 59-19
590449 59-19
590450 59-19
590451 59-19
590452 59-19
590453 59-19
590454 59-19
590455 59-20
590456 59-20
590457 59-20
590458 59-20
590459 59-19
590460 59-19
590461 59-20
590462 59-20
590463 59-20
590464 59-20
590465 59-22
590466 59-21/23
590467 59-21/
 23/56
590468 59-21/
 23/56
590469 59-21/23
590470 59-22
590471 59-21
590472 59-21
590473 59-21

590474 59-21/23
590475 59-21
590476 59-21
590477 59-21/23
590478 59-21/23
590479 59-23
590480 59-23
590481 59-24
590482 59-24
590483 59-24
590484 59-24
590485 59-20
590486 59-25
590487 59-25
590488 59-25
590489 59-25
590492 59-25
590493 59-21/23
590494 59-21/23
590495 59-21/23
590496 59-21/23
590497 59-21/23
590498 59-21/23
590499 59-21/23
590500 59-25
590501 59-25
590502 59-25
590503 59-25
590504 59-25
590505 59-25
590506 59-25
590507 59-25
590508 59-25
590509 59-25
590510 59-25
590511 59-26
590512 59-26
590513 59-30
590514 59-30
590515 59-26
590516 59-26
590517 59-26
590521 59-26
590522 59-26
590523 59-26
590524 59-26
590525 59-26
590527 59-24
590528 59-26
590529 59-26
590530 59-20
590531 59-27
590533 59-27
590534 59-27
590535 59-27
590541 59-28
590542 59-28
590543 59-28
590544 59-28
590545 59-28
590546 59-28
590547 59-28
590548 59-28
590549 59-28
590551 59-29

590552 59-29
590553 59-29
590554 59-29
590555 59-29
590556 59-29
590557 59-29
590558 59-29
590559 59-29
590560 59-29
590561 59-29
590562 59-29
590563 59-29
590564 59-29
590565 59-29
590566 59-29
590567 59-29
590571 59-31
590573 59-31
590574 59-31
590575 59-31
590576 59-31
590577 59-31
590578 59-31
590579 59-31
590580 59-31
590581 59-30
590582 59-30
590583 59-30
590584 59-30
590585 59-32
590586 59-32
590587 59-33
590588 59-32
590589 59-32
590590 59-32
590591 59-30
590592 59-30
590593 59-30
590594 59-30
590595 59-30
590597 59-30
590601 59-33
590602 59-33
590603 59-33
590604 59-33
590605 59-33
590606 59-33
590607 59-33
590611 59-33
590612 59-33
590614 59-32
590615 59-32
590616 59-32
590617 59-32
590618 59-32
590619 59-32
590620 59-33
590621 59-34
590622 59-34
590623 59-34
590625 59-35
590626 59-35
590627 59-35
590628 59-35
590629 59-35

590631 59-30
590632 59-30
590633 59-30
590634 59-30
590635 59-30
590637 59-35
590641 59-36
590642 59-36
590643 59-36
590644 59-36
590645 59-36
590646 59-36
590647 59-36
590648 59-36
590649 59-36
590651 59-36
590652 59-36
590653 59-36
590656 59-37
590657 59-37
590661 59-37
590662 59-37
590663 59-37
590664 59-37
590665 59-37
590666 59-37
590667 59-37
590668 59-37
590669 59-37
590670 59-37
590671 59-37
590672 59-37
590673 59-37
590674 59-37
590675 59-37
590676 59-37
590677 59-37
590681 59-38
590682 59-38
590683 59-38
590684 59-38
590686 59-39
590687 59-39
590692 59-32
590693 59-32
590694 59-32
590695 59-32
590696 59-32
590697 59-32
590698 59-32
590699 59-32
590700 59-32
590701 59-43
590702 59-43
590705 59-32
590706 59-32
590707 59-32
590708 59-32
590711 59-44
590712 59-44
590715 59-32
590716 59-32
590717 59-32
590718 59-32
590721 59-44

Code Index

590101 59-1/8
590102 59-1/8
590105 59-1/8
590106 59-1/8
590107 59-1/8
590108 59-1/8
590109 59-1/8
590201 59-1
590202 59-1
590203 59-1
590204 59-1
590205 59-1
590206 59-1
590207 59-1
590208 59-1
590209 59-1
590210 59-1
590211 59-1
590212 59-1
590213 59-1
590214 59-1
590215 59-1
590216 59-1
590217 59-1
590218 59-1
590219 59-1
590220 59-1
590221 59-1
590222 59-1
590223 59-1
590224 59-1
590225 59-1
590226 59-1
590227 59-1
590228 59-1
590229 59-1
590230 59-1
590231 59-1
590232 59-1
590233 59-1
590234 59-1
590235 59-1
590236 59-1
590237 59-1
590238 59-1
590239 59-2
590240 59-2
590241 59-2
590242 59-2
590243 59-2
590244 59-2
590245 59-2
590246 59-2
590247 59-2
590248 59-2
590249 59-2
590250 59-2
590251 59-2
590252 59-2
590253 59-2
590254 59-2
590255 59-2
590256 59-2
590257 59-2
590258 59-2

590259 59-2
590260 59-2
590261 59-2
590262 59-2
590263 59-2
590264 59-2
590265 59-2
590266 59-2
590267 59-2
590268 59-2
590269 59-2
590270 59-2
590271 59-2
590272 59-2
590273 59-2
590274 59-2
590275 59-2
590276 59-2
590277 59-2
590278 59-2
590279 59-2
590280 59-2
590281 59-2
590282 59-2
590283 59-2
590284 59-2
590285 59-2
590286 59-2
590287 59-2
590301 59-2/8
590302 59-2/8
590303 59-2/8
590306 59-8
590308 59-8
590316 59-3
590317 59-3
590321 59-3
590322 59-3
590323 59-3
590324 59-3
590325 59-3
590326 59-3/8
590331 59-4/8
590332 59-4/8
590333 59-4/8
590334 59-4/9
590341 59-5/9
590342 59-5/9
590346 59-5/9
590347 59-5/9
590348 59-5/9
590351 59-5/9
590352 59-5/9
590353 59-5/9
590361 59-6/9
590362 59-6/9
590366 59-6
590367 59-6
590372 59-6
590373 59-6
590382 59-6/9
590383 59-6/9
590384 59-7
590385 59-7
590387 59-6

590388 59-6
590389 59-7
590391 59-28
590392 59-28
590393 59-28
590394 59-28
590398 59-11
590399 59-11
590401 59-10
590403 59-10
590405 59-11
590406 59-10
590407 59-10
590408 59-10
590409 59-10
590410 59-10
590411 59-11
590413 59-11
590416 59-11
590417 59-11
590418 59-11
590419 59-11
590421 59-18
590422 59-19
590423 59-19
590424 59-19
590425 59-19
590426 59-19
590429 59-20
590430 59-20
590431 59-8
590441 59-19
590442 59-19
590443 59-19
590445 59-20
590446 59-19
590447 59-19
590448 59-19
590449 59-19
590450 59-19
590451 59-19
590452 59-19
590453 59-19
590454 59-19
590455 59-20
590456 59-20
590457 59-20
590458 59-20
590459 59-19
590460 59-19
590461 59-20
590462 59-20
590463 59-20
590464 59-20
590465 59-22
590466 59-21/23
590467 59-21/
 23/56
590468 59-21/
 23/56
590469 59-21/23
590470 59-22
590471 59-21
590472 59-21
590473 59-21

590474 59-21/23
590475 59-21
590476 59-21
590477 59-21/23
590478 59-21/23
590479 59-23
590480 59-23
590481 59-24
590482 59-24
590483 59-24
590484 59-24
590485 59-20
590486 59-25
590487 59-25
590488 59-25
590489 59-25
590492 59-25
590493 59-21/23
590494 59-21/23
590495 59-21/23
590496 59-21/23
590497 59-21/23
590498 59-21/23
590499 59-21/23
590500 59-25
590501 59-25
590502 59-25
590503 59-25
590504 59-25
590505 59-25
590506 59-25
590507 59-25
590508 59-25
590509 59-25
590510 59-25
590511 59-26
590512 59-26
590513 59-30
590514 59-30
590515 59-26
590516 59-26
590517 59-26
590521 59-26
590522 59-26
590523 59-26
590524 59-26
590525 59-26
590527 59-24
590528 59-26
590529 59-26
590530 59-20
590531 59-27
590533 59-27
590534 59-27
590535 59-27
590541 59-28
590542 59-28
590543 59-28
590544 59-28
590545 59-28
590546 59-28
590547 59-28
590548 59-28
590549 59-28
590551 59-29

590552 59-29
590553 59-29
590554 59-29
590555 59-29
590556 59-29
590557 59-29
590558 59-29
590559 59-29
590560 59-29
590561 59-29
590562 59-29
590563 59-29
590564 59-29
590565 59-29
590566 59-29
590567 59-29
590571 59-31
590573 59-31
590574 59-31
590575 59-31
590576 59-31
590577 59-31
590578 59-31
590579 59-31
590580 59-31
590581 59-30
590582 59-30
590583 59-30
590584 59-30
590585 59-32
590586 59-32
590587 59-33
590588 59-32
590589 59-32
590590 59-32
590591 59-30
590592 59-30
590593 59-30
590594 59-30
590595 59-30
590597 59-30
590601 59-33
590602 59-33
590603 59-33
590604 59-33
590605 59-33
590606 59-33
590607 59-33
590611 59-33
590612 59-33
590614 59-32
590615 59-32
590616 59-32
590617 59-32
590618 59-32
590619 59-32
590620 59-33
590621 59-34
590622 59-34
590623 59-34
590625 59-35
590626 59-35
590627 59-35
590628 59-35
590629 59-35

590631 59-30
590632 59-30
590633 59-30
590634 59-30
590635 59-30
590637 59-35
590641 59-36
590642 59-36
590643 59-36
590644 59-36
590645 59-36
590646 59-36
590647 59-36
590648 59-36
590649 59-36
590651 59-36
590652 59-36
590653 59-36
590656 59-37
590657 59-37
590661 59-37
590662 59-37
590663 59-37
590664 59-37
590665 59-37
590666 59-37
590667 59-37
590668 59-37
590669 59-37
590670 59-37
590671 59-37
590672 59-37
590673 59-37
590674 59-37
590675 59-37
590676 59-37
590677 59-37
590681 59-38
590682 59-38
590683 59-38
590684 59-38
590686 59-39
590687 59-39
590692 59-32
590693 59-32
590694 59-32
590695 59-32
590696 59-32
590697 59-32
590698 59-32
590699 59-32
590700 59-32
590701 59-43
590702 59-43
590705 59-32
590706 59-32
590707 59-32
590708 59-32
590711 59-44
590712 59-44
590715 59-32
590716 59-32
590717 59-32
590718 59-32
590721 59-44

Code Index

Unique six digit 

code to identify 

products exactly 

to an individual 

description



How does the Data Licence work?
To use the IMPA Marine Stores Data in your IT and supply system you 
need to have a Data Licence agreement in place, which is issued by 
the IMPA office in the UK

Order online: marinestoresguide.com

Updated codes every six months

?

?

How much does the Data Cost?
The cost for suppliers to subscribe the MSG 
Data Service is based on an initial one-time 
setup fee as well as an annual subscription fee. 
This is separated into two bands – Band A and 
Band B.

?

Data Supplier costs for BAND A

Companies/organisations with employees  
from 1-50:
• One time account and administration set-up fee 750 Euros
• 10% discount for IMPA members (75 Euros) 675 Euros
• Annual usage fee 500 Euros

Data Supplier costs for BAND B

Companies/organisations with more than  
50 employees:
•  One time account and administration set-up fee 1,500 Euros
•  10% discount for IMPA members (150 Euros) 1,350 Euros
•  Annual usage fee 1,000 Euros

“An IMPA number often accompanies the data we receive from our 
customers. We use the IMPA number to meet our customers’ needs 
to secure all items can be identified, for us to deliver the correct items 
– wherever, whenever” Wrist Ship Supply

Costs 
This straightforward agreement sets out 
the terms of Data Licence and the fees.  
A copy of the licence agreement is 
contained at the back of this document, 
which can be used to apply for the licence.

Once you have completed the licence 
agreement you will have access to the 
IMPA Data to import into your systems.

The Data is available in a number of 
different formats, either as a Microsoft 
Excel file or as a CSV data file. You  
will be able to access the data via  
a link from the IMPA websites  
www.marinestoresguide.com or via  
www.impa.net/evolve. Once you have the 
Data you can import it into your systems.

Each year at the anniversary of your 
licence agreement IMPA will send you a 
renewal invoice according to the number 
of employees in your company. No further 
action is required from your side. 

How do I get the updates?
The updates are made available in the same 
way as the initial data and are available via 
the links on the IMPA websites above. You will 
receive an automated email to advise you that 
the updates are available for downloading.

What about my supply software?
Some companies will have their IT and software 
provider organise the data installation for 
them. In certain cases IMPA offers the data to 
resellers who will automatically install the IMPA 
MSG data directly into their system. In other 
cases the companies IT department will install 
the MSG data in which case they will be given 
access to both the initial data and subsequent 
updates. Please talk to your IT provider in the 
first instance regarding installation.



Further questions
With more than 5000 vessels and more than 300 shipping 
companies using the Data, there is one question you need  
to ask yourself. Why am I not using it yet?

Order online: marinestoresguide.com

MSG Data Licence -  
simple, quick and effective

“Over the years, the IMPA catalogue has gained more and more importance to 
handle the daily inquiry workload. In these days, our clients work with numerous 
web-based order platforms, very beneficial for HMS as ship supplier; is the fact that 
in most cases item descriptions are accompanied by their IMPA number which is 
essential for us to identify the correct item” HMS Hanseatic Marine Services GmbH & Co. KG

Q:  Does the Data include 
illustrations?

A:  Yes, if you wish to import images they 
are available as a separate file with 
reference numbers for each image for 
easy installation into your system.

Q: Why don’t I just buy CD-Rom?
A:  The CD-Rom was discontinued back  

in 2013.

Q:   Why do I need a licence for the  
Data Service?

A:  The Data Service includes vital updates 
which are available every six months 
and which include new and important 
codes, as a Data Licence customer you 
automatically get these updates in the 
package. For more than one machine 
it is more cost effective to have a Data 
Licence agreement, which is based 
on the fleet size rather than individual 
books.

Q:  What if I get hold of a CD-Rom and 
copy it?

A:  First of all you won’t receive the Data 
updates and secondly you will be in 
breach of the copyright of the IMPA  
MSG data.

Q: What format is the Data in?
A: The Data is supplied as an Excel file

Q: How much does the Data cost?
A:  The cost will vary depending on the  

size of your fleet, please see information  
on the previous page of this brochure.

Q:  How long does it take to get  
the Data?

A:  Once you have completed the Data 
Licence agreement then the Data will  
be made available to you straight away. 
The complete process can be finished  
in just a few hours.

For further information or any queries please contact  
support@marinestoresguide.com or +44 (0) 1206 798900

marinestoresguide.com

A dedicated website providing 
all the latest information
IMPA has a dedicated website providing 
all the latest information about the leading 
international reference guide for maritime  
purchasing and supply.

Many features including:

•  Search codes from the  
complete database

•   Suggestions form – get  
your products added  
into future editions of the  
Book and Data

•  Book and Data order forms  
– order your latest copy  
of the Guide

•  Register your preferred position for advertising  
in future books

•  Plus all the latest information and  
developments with the unique six-digit code!



IMPA Data Licence For Ship Suppliers

International
Marine
Purchasing
Association

A. The Licensee      Contract Number: 

Company Name:    

VAT:

P.O. Number:

Address:

Phone:

Contact:

E-mail:

Fax:

Version December 2017

B. Licence Period

This Licence commences on the date of delivery of data:

Licence Period (See clause 4.1 of the IMPA Data Licence)            

3-year minimum term (12 months renewals)

C. Fees

Number of employees on commencement:

Set up fee payable on signing of this Licence:          

Annual Subscription Fee:

(1)  Subscription Fee for the full 12 months initial term is payable in advance on the signing of the Licence.  

Thereafter subscription is payable annually on the anniversary date of this Licence. You undertake to declare 

correctly each year the number of ships.

(2)  Payment terms are 30 days net and all fees are payable to IMPA. All fees are exclusive of VAT or other local  

taxes, if applicable. 

(3)  Delivery of data will take place on receipt of payment. Subscription commences from date of delivery of data. 

D. Additional Terms and Conditions

(1) This Licence is subject to the IMPA Data Licence attached to this Licence or available on application from IMPA.

E. Signature - IMPA and You agree to be bound by this Licence:             

            The Licensee (“You”/”Your”)       IMPA

Name:

Position:

Signature:

For Ship Suppliers



IMPA Data Licence Terms and Conditions
1. Definitions 

1.1.   In these Terms the following meanings apply: 

 

“Claim”: - any claim brought against You for infringement of a third party’s 

Intellectual Property Rights arising out of, or in connection with Your use 

of the IMPA Data (or any part thereof) in accordance with the terms of this 

Licence; 

 

“Commencement Date”: - has the meaning in clause 2.4; 

 

“Fees”: - the licence fees for the IMPA Data payable by You to IMPA and as 

set out in this Licence; 

 

“Force Majeure Event”: - has the meaning in clause 11.1;  

 

“IMPA Data”: - the electronic raw data version of IMPA Marine Stores 

Guide which includes IMPA code numbers, descriptions, pictures and 

drawings – any reference to the IMPA Data shall also include where 

appropriate any subset of the IMPA Data; 

 

“IMPA”: - International Marine Purchasing Association incorporated and 

registered in England  and Wales with company number 04375666 whose 

registered office is at East Bridge House, East Street, Colchester, Essex, 

CO1 2TX United Kingdom; 

 

“Initial Term”: - has the meaning in clause 9.1; 

 

“Intellectual Property Rights”: - patents, utility models, rights to 

inventions, copyright and related rights, trade marks and service marks, 

trade names and domain names, rights in get-up, goodwill and the right 

to sue for passing off or unfair competition, rights in designs, rights in 

computer software, database rights, rights to preserve the confidentiality 

of information (including know-how and trade secrets) and any other 

intellectual property rights, including all applications for (and rights to apply 

for and be granted), renewals or extensions of, and rights to claim priority 

from, such rights and all similar or equivalent rights or forms of protection 

which subsist or will subsist, now or in the future, in any part of the world; 

 

“Licence”: - these terms and conditions and any other terms You and IMPA 

agree in writing, to the exclusion of all other terms and conditions, for the 

use of the IMPA Data;  

 

“Licensor”: - Fuji Trading Company Limited incorporated and registered 

in Japan whose registered office is at 3-9-3, Shinyamashita, Naka-ku, 

Yokohama, Kanagawa 231-0801, Japan; 

 

“Order”: -   Your order for the purchase of the licence of the IMPA Data;  

 

“Renewal Term”: - has the meaning in clause 9.1;  

 

“You or Your”: - the customer  who purchases the Licence for the IMPA 

Data and any person who IMPA reasonably believes is acting with the 

customer’s authority or knowledge including any user authorised by the 

customer.
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2. Order

2.1.  IMPA may supply a sample of the IMPA Data to You upon request by You 

so that You may test the IMPA Data in your computer systems before 

you make an Order. Clauses 5.5 to 5.10 (inclusive), 7.1, 8 and 10 of this 

Licence and any other terms that IMPA may notify You of in writing from 

time to time shall apply to any samples of the IMPA Data that IMPA 

provide to You. If You do not make an Order for the IMPA Data once You 

have tested the sample in your computer systems, You shall immediately 

destroy or return to IMPA (at IMPA’s option) all samples of the IMPA Data 

and other materials provided to You then in Your possession, custody 

or control and, in the case of destruction, certify to IMPA that You have 

done so. 

2.2.  Any samples, descriptive matter or advertising issued by IMPA and 

any descriptions of the IMPA Data contained in IMPA’s catalogues or 

brochures are issued or published for the sole purpose of giving an 

approximate idea of the IMPA Data described in them. They shall not 

form part of the Licence or have any contractual force.

2.3.  The Order constitutes an offer by You to purchase the Licence for the 

IMPA Data in accordance with these terms and conditions.

 

2.4.  The Order shall only be deemed to be accepted when IMPA issues 

written acceptance of the Order and receives advance payment in full of 

the Fees at which point and on which date the Licence shall come into 

existence (“Commencement Date”).

2.5.  These terms and conditions apply to the Licence to the exclusion of any 

other terms that You seek to impose or incorporate, or which are implied 

by trade, custom, practice or course of dealing.

2.6.  Any quotation given by IMPA shall not constitute an offer, and is only 

valid for a period of 30 days from its date of issue.

2.7.  All of the terms and conditions herein shall apply to the Licence of the 

IMPA Data.

3. IMPA Data

3.1.  The IMPA Data is described in IMPA’s marketing material. IMPA reserves 

the right to amend the IMPA Data if required by any applicable statutory 

or regulatory requirement and IMPA shall notify You in any such event.

3.2.  IMPA is the licensee of the IMPA Data. The Licensor is the entire legal 

and beneficial owner of the IMPA Data and shall retain title, ownership 

of all rights (including the Intellectual Property Rights) in the IMPA Data 

including any samples provided to You. 

3.3.  Subject to the payment of any applicable Fees and the terms of this 

Licence, You may be entitled to receive updates of the IMPA Data from 

time to time. IMPA shall notify You how and when any updates are 

available for downloading or when they shall be sent to you. All updates 

of the IMPA Data shall be subject to the terms of this Licence and any 

other terms IMPA notify You of in writing from time to time. You shall not 

be entitled to any updates if You and IMPA have agreed not to provide 

any updates or if You have not paid any applicable Fees related to any 

updates. 

3.4.  IMPA warrants that the IMPA Data will conform in all material respects 

with its description for a period of 30 days from the date of this Licence 

(“Warranty Period”). If, within the Warranty Period, You notify IMPA in 

writing of any defect or fault in the IMPA Data in consequence of which 

it fails to conform in all material respects with its description, and such 

defect or fault does not result from You, or anyone acting with Your 

authority, having amended the IMPA Data or used it outside the terms 

of this Licence for a purpose or in a context other than the purpose or 

context for which it was designed or it has not been loaded onto suitably 

configured equipment or if the IMPA Data differs from its description as a 

result of changes made to ensure compliance with applicable statutory or 

regulatory requirements, IMPA shall, at its option, do one of the following:

3.4.1. repair the IMPA Data;

3.4.2. replace the IMPA Data; or

3.4.3.  terminate this Licence immediately by notice in writing to You and 

refund any of the Fees paid by You as at the date of termination (less a 

reasonable sum in respect of Your use of the IMPA Data to the date of 

termination) on return of the IMPA Data and all copies thereof, 

 

provided You provide all the information that may be necessary to 

assist IMPA in resolving the defect or fault, including a documented 

example of any defect or fault, or sufficient information to enable IMPA 

to re-create the defect or fault.

3.5.  IMPA does not warrant that the use of the IMPA Data will be 

uninterrupted or error-free.

3.6.  You accept responsibility for the selection of the IMPA Data to achieve 

its intended results and acknowledge that the IMPA Data has not been 

developed to meet Your individual requirements. 

3.7.  Except as provided in this clause 3, IMPA shall have no liability to You 

in respect of the IMPA Data’s failure to comply with the warranty set 

out in clause 3.4. All other conditions, warranties or other terms which 

might have effect between the parties or be implied or incorporated into 

this Licence or any collateral contract, whether by statute, common law 

or otherwise, are hereby excluded, including the implied conditions, 

warranties or other terms as to satisfactory quality, fitness for purpose or 

the use of reasonable skill and care.

3.8.  These terms and conditions shall apply to any repaired or replacement of 

the IMPA Data supplied by IMPA.

4. Delivery and Installation

4.1. IMPA will either:

4.1.1. make the IMPA Data available for download by You; or

4.1.2.  shall deliver one copy of the IMPA Data 

 

in the manner and at the address specified in the Order within 24 to 36 

hours from the date IMPA receives payment in full of the Fees from You. 

Risk in any tangible media on which the IMPA Data is delivered shall pass 

on delivery.

4.2.  IMPA will supply the IMPA Data to You until the Licence period expires in 

accordance with clause 9.1 or is otherwise terminated in accordance with 

the terms of this Licence.

4.3.  Any period quoted for delivery of the IMPA Data are approximate only 

and the time of delivery is not of the essence. IMPA shall not in any 

circumstances be liable for any loss or damage arising from any delay in 

delivery beyond such approximate dates including any delay in delivery 

that is caused by:

4.3.1. a Force Majeure Event;

4.3.2.  any fault in any equipment, software or services necessary to enable You 

to use the IMPA Data in accordance with clause 4.4; 

4.3.3. Your means of access to the internet; or 

4.3.4.  Your failure to provide IMPA with adequate delivery instructions for the 

IMPA Data (for example, Your postal or e-mail address) or any relevant 

instruction related to the supply of the IMPA Data. 

4.4.  You are responsible for the provision of and payment for suitable 

equipment, software and telecommunications services necessary to enable 

You to use the IMPA Data.

4.5.  IMPA shall not install the IMPA Data unless otherwise agreed with You in 

writing. You are responsible for installing or arranging to install the IMPA 

Data onto Your computer systems and IMPA shall not accept any liability 

in this respect. You are responsible for liaising with Your IT provider before 

you submit an Order for the IMPA Data to IMPA. 

5. Licence and use of the IMPA Data

5.1.  IMPA is the licensee of the IMPA Data and has consent from the Licensor 

to sub-licence to You the IMPA Data on the terms and conditions set out 

in this Licence. 

5.2.  In consideration of the Fees payable by You to IMPA and for the period 

set out in clause 9.1, IMPA grants You a non-exclusive, non-transferable, 

revocable licence to use the IMPA Data in Your normal business solely 

in Your own internal systems or as part of an external data interchange 

process as agreed in writing and in accordance with the terms of this 

Licence.

5.3.  IMPA shall agree with You the number of licences You must acquire to 

enable You to install, use, access, display, run, or otherwise interact with 

the IMPA Data.

5.4. In relation to scope of use: 
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5.4.1.  You shall not use the IMPA Data or allow the use of the IMPA Data by, or  

for the benefit of, any person other than Your employees. 

5.4.2.  You may not use the IMPA Data other than as specified in this clause 

5 without the prior written consent of IMPA, and You acknowledge that 

additional fees may be payable on any change of use approved by IMPA. 

5.4.3.  You have no right (and shall not permit any third party) to re-sell, market, 

adapt, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble, distribute externally, copy, 

modify, store, extract, transmit, publish, communicate to the public, or use 

the IMPA Data (in whole or in part) other than as set out in clause 5. 

5.4.4.  You are not permitted to cross reference, display or advertise the IMPA 

Data with any other third party codes (including, but not limited to, the ISSA 

Ships’ Stores Catalogue) other than in connection with the manufacturer 

codes for products within Your own systems.

5.4.5.  You shall not, without the prior written consent of IMPA:

5.4.5.1.  sub-licence, assign, transfer or novate the benefit or burden of this 

Licence in whole or in part;

5.4.5.2.  allow the IMPA Data to become the subject of any charge, lien or 

encumbrance; and 

5.4.5.3.  deal in any other manner with any or all of its rights and obligations under 

this Licence,

 

5.5. You shall:

5.5.1.  ensure that the IMPA Data is installed on equipment secure and adequate 

only;

5.5.2.  keep a complete and accurate record of copying and disclosure of IMPA 

Data and your users, and produce such record to IMPA on request from 

time to time;

5.5.3.  notify IMPA as soon as You become aware of any unauthorised use of the 

IMPA Data by any person or third party;

5.5.4.  pay, for broadening the scope of the licences granted under this Licence to 

cover the unauthorised use, an amount equal to the fees which IMPA would 

have levied (in accordance with its normal commercial terms then current) 

had it licensed any such unauthorised use on the date when such use 

commenced together with interest at the rate provided for in clause  

6.8, from such date to the date of payment.

5.6.  The IMPA Data must be held securely within Your possession and control,  

free from any third party access and with all credits, legends, notices or 

markings maintained.

5.7.  You must use reasonable efforts to ensure that Your staff and any other 

authorised users of the IMPA Data understand the effect of this clause 5 

and in particular the limitations on the use of the IMPA Data set out in this 

clause 5.

5.8.  You must contact IMPA immediately if anyone makes or threatens to 

make a claim against You relating to Your use of the IMPA Data and You 

shall comply with any reasonable request from IMPA in relation to such 

claim. If You become aware of any misuse of the IMPA Data, or any 

security breach in connection with this Licence that could compromise 

the security or integrity of the IMPA Data or otherwise adversely 

affect IMPA, You shall at your expense promptly notify IMPA and fully 

co-operate with IMPA to remedy the issue as soon as reasonably 

practicable. IMPA may suspend Your rights under this Licence until the 

misuse or security breach is remedied. 

5.9.  You shall permit IMPA to inspect and have access to any premises (and 

to the computer equipment located there) at or on which the IMPA Data 

is being kept or used, and have access to any records kept in connection 

with this Licence, for the purposes of ensuring that You are complying 

with the terms of this Licence, provided that IMPA provides reasonable 

advance notice to You of such inspections, which shall take place at 

reasonable times. 

6. Fees

6.1.  The Fees for the IMPA Data shall be the amount set out in the Order 

accepted by IMPA, or, if no fee is quoted, the amount set out in IMPA’s 

published price list in force as at the date of delivery.

6.2.  The Fees shall be calculated in accordance with the number of 

employees or ships You set out in Your Order to IMPA and You warrant 

that this number is true and accurate. You shall notify IMPA immediately 

if the number of Your employees or ships increases or decreases at any 

time during the Initial Term and the Renewal Term. IMPA may from time 

to time require You to submit supporting evidence to IMPA of the number 

of Your employees or ships. 

6.3.  You shall pay IMPA any additional Fees due as a result of an increase of 

Your employees or ships or IMPA may, at its sole discretion but shall not 

be obliged, refund to You a part of the Fees as a result of a decrease of 

Your employees.

6.4.  IMPA may increase the Fees at any anniversary of the Commencement 

Date (or from the commencement date of any Renewal Term) after the 

first such anniversary by giving You at least three months’ notice before 

such anniversary.

6.5.  IMPA shall invoice You for the full amount of the fees in advance of 

delivery of the IMPA data to You. 

6.6.  Any Fees payable for the IMPA Data during the Renewal Term, shall be 

invoiced to You in advance on a monthly basis.   

6.7.  You shall pay each invoice submitted by IMPA immediately and in any 

event, no later than 30 days from the date of the invoice in full and 

cleared funds to a bank account nominated in writing by IMPA. Payment 

of the Fees shall be made in the currency as set out in the invoice. 

6.8.  All sums payable under this Licence are exclusive of VAT or any relevant 

local sales taxes, for which You shall be responsible.

6.9.  If You fail to make a payment due to IMPA under the Licence by the due 

date, then, without limiting IMPA’s remedies under clause 9, You shall pay 

interest on the overdue amount at the rate of 4% per annum above the 

Bank of England’s base rate from time to time. Such interest shall accrue 

on a daily basis from the due date until actual payment of the overdue 

amount, whether before or after judgment. You shall pay the interest 

together with the overdue amount. 

6.10.  All amounts due under the Licence shall be paid in full without any set-

off, counterclaim, deduction or withholding (other than any deduction or 

withholding of tax as required by law).

7. Intellectual Property Rights

7.1.  You acknowledge that all Intellectual Property Rights in the IMPA Data 

(including any samples provided to You) belong and shall belong to the 

Licensor, and You shall have no rights in or to the IMPA Data other than 

the right to use it in accordance with the terms of this Licence.

7.2.  In the event of a Claim, IMPA may at its sole option and expense:

7.2.1.  procure for Your right to continue to use the IMPA Data (or any part 

thereof) in accordance with the terms of this Licence;

7.2.2. modify the IMPA Data so that it ceases to be infringing;

7.2.3.  replace the IMPA Data with non-infringing software; or

7.2.4.  terminate this Licence immediately by notice in writing to You and 

refund any of the Fees paid by You as at the date of termination (less a 

reasonable sum in respect of Your use of the IMPA Data to the date of 

termination) on return of the IMPA Data.

7.3.  You shall keep IMPA indemnified in full against all costs, expenses, 

damages and losses, including any interest, fines, legal and other 

professional fees and expenses awarded against or incurred or paid 

by IMPA as a result of or in connection with any claim brought against 

IMPA, its agents, subcontractors or consultants for actual or alleged 

infringement of a third party’s Intellectual Property Rights arising out of, 

or in connection with Your use of the IMPA Data in breach of this Licence.

8. Confidentiality 

Each party shall, during the Initial Term and Renewal Term of this Licence and 

thereafter, keep confidential all, and shall not use for its own purposes (other 

than implementation of this Licence) nor without the prior written consent 

of the other disclose to any third party (except its professional advisors 

or as may be required by any law or any legal or regulatory authority) any, 

information of a confidential nature (including trade secrets and information 

of commercial value) which may become known to such party from the other 

party and which relates to the other party or any of its affiliates, unless that 

information is public knowledge or already known to such party at the time of 

disclosure, or subsequently becomes public knowledge other than by breach 

of this Licence, or subsequently comes lawfully into the possession of such 

party from a third party. Each party shall use its reasonable endeavours to 

prevent the unauthorised disclosure of any such information.

9. Term and Termination

9.1.  Subject to the payment of the Fees and (unless terminated earlier in 

accordance with the terms of this Licence), the initial term of the Licence 

shall commence on the Commencement Date and shall continue for 

3 years (“Initial Term”) and shall automatically renew for a further 12 

months (“Renewal Term”) unless You give IMPA written notice to not 

renew the Licence at least 3 months’ before the end of the Initial Term. For 

the avoidance of doubt, the terms of this Licence shall apply during the 

Renewal Term unless otherwise agreed in writing between You and IMPA. 

9.2.  Without affecting any other right or remedy available to it, IMPA may 

terminate the Licence by giving You not less than 30 days’ written notice 

and shall refund any of the Fees paid by You as at the date of termination 

less a reasonable sum in respect of Your use of the IMPA Data to the date 

of termination once You return the IMPA Data.

9.3.  Without affecting any other right or remedy available to it, IMPA may 

terminate the Licence with immediate effect by giving written notice to 

You if:

9.3.1.  You fail to pay any amount due under this Licence on the due date for 

payment and remains in default not less than 7 days after being notified 

in writing to make such payment;

9.3.2.  You commit a material breach of any other term of this Licence which 

breach is irremediable or (if such breach is remediable) fail to remedy 

that breach within a period of 7 days after being notified to do so;

9.3.3.  You suspend, or threaten to suspend, payment of Your debts or are 

unable to pay Your debts as they fall due or admit inability to pay Your 

debts or are deemed unable to pay Your debts within the meaning of 

section 123 of the Insolvency Act 1986;

9.3.4.  if You are a company, You commence negotiations with all or any class 

of Your creditors with a view to rescheduling any of Your debts, or make 

a proposal for or enter into any compromise or arrangement with Your 

creditors other than for the sole purpose of a scheme for a solvent 

amalgamation reconstruction of the company; 

9.3.5.  a petition is filed, a notice is given, a resolution is passed, or an order 

is made, for or in connection with the winding up of the company other 

than for the sole purpose of a scheme for a solvent amalgamation 

of the company with one or more other companies or the solvent 

reconstruction of the company;

9.3.6.  an application is made to court, or an order is made, for the 

appointment of an administrator, or if a notice of intention to appoint an 

administrator is given or if an administrator is appointed, over You;

9.3.7.  the holder of a qualifying floating charge over Your assets has become 

entitled to appoint or has appointed an administrative receiver;

Version December 2017
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9.3.8.  a person becomes entitled to appoint a receiver over Your assets or a 

receiver is appointed over the Your assets;

9.3.9.  a creditor or encumbrancer of the company attaches or takes possession 

of, or a distress, execution, sequestration or other such process is levied 

or enforced on or sued against, the whole or any part of Your assets and 

such attachment or process is not discharged within 14 days;

9.3.10.  any event occurs, or proceeding is taken against You in any jurisdiction 

to which You are subject that has an effect equivalent or similar to any of 

the events mentioned in clause 9.3.3 to clause 9.3.9 (inclusive);

9.3.11.  You suspend or cease, or threaten to suspend or cease, carrying on all 

or a substantial part of its business; or

9.3.12.  there is a change of control of the company (within the meaning of 

section 1124 of the Corporation Tax Act 2010).

9.4.  Any provision of this Licence that expressly or by implication is intended 

to come into or continue in force on or after termination or expiry of this 

Licence shall remain in full force and effect.

9.5.  Termination or expiry of this Licence shall not affect any rights, remedies, 

obligations or liabilities of the parties that have accrued up to the date of 

termination or expiry, including the right to claim damages in respect of any 

breach of the agreement which existed at or before the date of termination 

or expiry.

9.6. On termination for any reason:

9.6.1. all rights granted to You under this Licence shall cease;

9.6.2. You shall cease all activities authorised by this Licence;

9.6.3.  You shall immediately pay to IMPA any sums due to IMPA under this 

Licence; and

9.6.4.  You shall immediately destroy or return to IMPA (at IMPA’s option) all 

copies of the IMPA Data any Confidential Information and other materials 

provided to You then in Your possession, custody or control and, in the 

case of destruction, certify to IMPA that You have done so.

10. Limitation of Liability

10.1. Nothing in this Licence shall limit or exclude IMPA’s liability for:

10.1.1.  death or personal injury caused by its negligence, or the negligence of 

its employees, agents or subcontractors;

10.1.2. fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation;

10.1.3.  breach of the terms implied by section 2 of the Supply of Goods and 

Services Act 1982 (title and quiet possession); 

10.1.4.  breach of the terms implied by section 12 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979 

(title and quiet possession); or

10.1.5. any other liability which may not be excluded by law. 

10.2.  Subject to clause  10.1, IMPA shall not be liable to You, whether in 

contract, tort (including negligence), for breach of statutory duty, or 

otherwise, arising under or in connection with  this Licence for:

 

10.2.1.  special damage even if IMPA was aware of the circumstances in 

which such special damage could arise;

10.2.2. loss of profits;

10.2.3. loss of sales or business;

10.2.4. loss of agreements or contracts;

10.2.5. loss of anticipated savings;

10.2.6. loss of use or corruption of software, data or information;

10.2.7. loss of or damage to goodwill; and

10.2.8. any indirect or consequential loss.

10.3.  Subject to clause 10.1, IMPA’s total liability to You in respect of claims 

based on events in any calendar year arising out of or in connection 

with this Licence, whether in contract, tort (including negligence), 

breach of statutory duty or otherwise, shall in no circumstances exceed 

150% of the total Fees paid by You under this Licence in that calendar 

year.

10.4.  Subject to clause 10.1, You agree that, in entering into this Licence, 

either You did not rely on any representations (whether written or oral) 

of any kind or of any person other than those expressly set out in this 

Licence or (if You did rely on any representations, whether written or 

oral, not expressly set out in this Licence) that You shall have no remedy 

in respect of such representations and (in either case) IMPA shall have 

no liability in any circumstances otherwise than in accordance with the 

express terms of this Licence.

10.5.  All references to “IMPA” in this clause 10 shall, for the purposes of this 

clause only be treated as including all employees, subcontractors and 

suppliers of IMPA and its affiliates, all of whom shall have the benefit of 

the exclusions and limitations of liability set out in clause 10. 

10.6. This clause 10 shall survive termination of the Licence.

11. General

11.1. Force Majeure

IMPA shall not be in breach of this Licence nor liable for delay in performing, 

or failure to perform, any of its obligations under this Licence if such delay 

or failure result from events, circumstances or causes beyond its reasonable 

control. In such circumstances the time for performance shall be extended by 

a period equivalent to the period during which performance of the obligation 

has been delayed or failed to be performed. 

11.2. Assignment and other dealings

11.2.1.  With the prior written consent of the licensor, IMPA may at any time 

assign, mortgage, charge, subcontract, delegate, declare a trust over 

or deal in any other manner with any or all of its rights and obligations 

under the Licence.

11.2.2.  You shall not assign, transfer, mortgage, charge, subcontract, declare 

a trust over or deal in any other manner with any of Your rights and 

obligations under the Licence without the prior written consent of IMPA.

11.3. Entire Agreement

11.3.1.  This Licence, the Order accepted by IMPA and any schedules or 

documents annexed as appendices to this Licence or otherwise 

referred to herein contain the whole agreement between the 

parties relating to the subject matter hereof and supersede all prior 

agreements, arrangements and understandings between the parties 

relating to that subject matter.

11.3.2.  Each party acknowledges that, in entering into this Licence and the 

documents referred to in it or annexed to it, it does not rely on any 

statement, representation, assurance or warranty (whether it was made 

negligently or innocently) of any person (whether a party to this Licence 

or not) (“Representation”) other than as expressly set out in this 

Licence or those documents.

11.3.3. Nothing in this clause shall limit or exclude any liability for fraud.

11.4. Waiver

No failure or delay by a party to exercise any right or remedy provided under 

this Licence or by law shall constitute a waiver of that or any other right or 

remedy, nor shall it prevent or restrict the further exercise of that or any other 

right or remedy. No single or partial exercise of such right or remedy shall 

prevent or restrict the further exercise of that or any other right or remedy.

11.5. Variation

No variation of this Licence shall be effective unless it is in writing and signed 

by the parties.

11.6. Remedies

Except as expressly provided in this Licence, the rights and remedies provided 

under this Licence are in addition to, and not exclusive of, any rights or 

remedies provided by law.

11.7. Severance

If any provision or part-provision of this Licence is or becomes invalid, illegal or 

unenforceable, it shall be deemed modified to the minimum extent necessary 

to make it valid, legal and enforceable. If such modification is not possible, the 

relevant provision or part-provision shall be deemed deleted. Any modification 

to or deletion of a provision or part-provision under this clause shall not affect 

the validity and enforceability of the rest of this Licence.

11.8. No Partnership or Agency

Nothing in the Licence is intended to, or shall be deemed to, establish any 

partnership or joint venture between the parties, constitute either party 

the agent of the other, or authorise either party to make or enter into any 

commitments for or on behalf of the other party.

11.9. Third Party Rights

The Licensor and the parties shall have the right to enforce any term of this 

Licence. Any other person who is not a party to this Licence shall not have 

any rights under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 to enforce 

any term of this Licence. 

11.10. Counterparts

This Licence may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which 

when executed shall constitute a duplicate original, but all the counterparts 

shall together constitute the one Licence.

11.11. Notice

11.11.1.  Any notice or other communication given to a party under or in 

connection with the Licence shall be in writing and shall be delivered 

by hand or by pre-paid first-class post or other next working day 

delivery service at its registered office (if a company) or its principal 

place of business (in any other case); or sent by fax to its main fax 

number or sent by email to the address specified in the Order.

11.11.2.  Any notice or other communication shall be deemed to have been 

received: if delivered by hand, on signature of a delivery receipt or at 

the time the notice is left at the proper address; if sent by pre-paid 

first-class post or other next working day delivery service, at 9.00 am 

on the second business day after posting or at the time recorded by 

the delivery service; or, if sent by fax or email, at 9.00 am on the next 

business day after transmission. 

11.11.3.  This clause does not apply to the service of any proceedings or 

other documents in any legal action or, where applicable, any other 

method of dispute resolution.

11.12. Governing Law and Jurisdiction

11.12.1.  This Licence and any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection 

with it or its subject matter or formation (including non-contractual 

disputes or claims) shall be governed by and construed in 

accordance with the law of England and Wales.

11.12.2  You and IMPA irrevocably agree that the courts of England and Wales 

shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute or claim that 

arises out of or in connection with this Licence or its subject matter 

or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims).

Version December 2017
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ARGENTINA
INS ARGENTINA SRL
Alvarez Condarco 1255 Bis 
Cp 2000, Rosario- Santa Fe Argentina
Tel: +54 341 411 3337
Email: info@insarg.com

BRAZIL
DSF Services & Ship Supplier
Rua Santos Dumont, 133  
CEP:11015-231, Santos SP, Brazil
Tel:+ 55 13 2101 5566
Email: info@dsf.com.br

CHINA
RMS Marine Service Company Ltd.
365 Gaodong 2nd Rd, Pudong District,  
Shanghai, China, 200137
Tel: +86 21 5017 1617
Email: customer@rmsmarineservice.com

GERMANY
SEEKARTE Kapitaen August  
Dammeyer GmbH & Co.KG
Korffsdeich 3, D 28217 Bremen  
Germany
Tel: +49 (421) 395051
Email: seekarte@seekarte.de

GREECE
Vanos S.A.
96 Dim. Moutsopoulou Str. 
185 41, Piraeus, Greece
Tel: (30) 210-4278700
Email: info@vanos.gr

ITALY
Jonassohn S.R.L.
via Inferiore Rocca dei Corvi 
10 16161 Genoa, Italy
Tel: (39) 010 7411456
Email: info@jonassohn.it

KOREA
Hanil-Fuji (Korea) Co., Ltd.
8/F Dong-Sung 1 B/D, 1145-11
Choryang 3-Dong, Dong-Gu, Pusan
601-836 Korea
Tel: (82) 51 712 8300
Email: shipstore@hanilss.com

NETHERLANDS
Harri Trading BV
van Weerden Poelmanweg 4  
3088 EBRotterdam, The Netherlands
Tel: (31) 10-4290333
Email: info@harritrading.nl

NORWAY
Nautisk Forlag A/S
Dronningensgate 8B N-0152  
Oslo, Norway
Tel: (47) 22 00 85 00
Email: sales@nautisk.no

SAUDI ARABIA
Marine Equipment & Services  
Co., Ltd.
Al-Neel Street , Al Thalaba Dist
P.O Box: 16679, Jeddah, 21474
Saudi Arabia
Tel: 009 662 6360112
Email: info@mesest.com

SINGAPORE
Singapore Ship-Chandlers Association
20A Lorong 15 Geylang  
Singapore 388611
Tel: (65) 6749 6937
Email: info@shipchandlers-assn.com

SOUTH AFRICA
National Shipchandlers  
(Natal) (Pty) Ltd.
438 Sydney Road, Durban, 4001  
South Africa
Tel: (27) 31 205 4221 
Email: natship@natship.co.za

TAIWAN
Hong Yunn Sea Professional Co.,Ltd.
198, Ta Tong 1st Road 
Kaohsiung 800, Taiwan R.O.C.
Tel: (8867) 2217 367, 2717 270
Email: sales@hongyunn.com.tw

TURKEY
Gimas International Ship  
Supply Co., Ltd.
Ikitelli Organize San Bolgesi  
Aykosan, Sanayi sitesi, 4’lü A blok 
No:232 Ikitelli, Istanbul, Turkey
Tel: (90) 212 671 2480 (pbx)
Email: gimas@gimas.com

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES (DUBAI) 
Middle East-Fuji (L.L.C.)
Al-Quoz Industrial.Area, Street No.18 
Building No.10, P.O. Box 19227, Dubai, U.A.E.
Tel: (971) 4-347-4444
Email: info@mef.ae

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES (DUBAI) 
Elcome International
Dubai Investment park 598-1121
PO Box 1788, Dubai, U.A.E.
Tel: +971 (0) 4 8121333
Email: marketing@elcome.com

UNITED KINGDOM, EUROPE  
AND WORLDWIDE
International Marine  
Purchasing Association
East Bridge House, East Street
Colchester, Essex, CO1 2TX, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1206 798900
Email: book@marinestoresguide.com

WEST AFRICA
Oriental Marine Services Equipments
05 BP 3594 Abidjan 05
Cote D’Ivoire
Tel: +225 21262042
Email: info@omse-ci.com

Order online: marinestoresguide.com

CHINA
Fuji Trading (Shanghai) Co.,Ltd.
1st floor, No.3 Building East, 258 
Jinzang Road, Pudong District, 
Shanghai 201206, China
Tel: (86) 21-6853-8813
Email: ftzstores@fujitrading.net

EUROPE
Fuji Trading (Marine) B.V. Rotterdam
Kortenoord 2-8, 3087 AR Rotterdam, 
The Netherlands
Tel: (31) 10-4298833
Email: info@fujitrading.nl

JAPAN
Fuji Trading Co., Ltd. 
Consultants S.A.
6 Fukaehama-machi, Higashinada-
ku, Kobe, Japan 658-0023
Tel: (81) 78-413-2611
Email: supplykb@fujitrading.co.jp

SINGAPORE
Fuji Trading (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
#24 Chia Ping Road, Singapore 
619976 Republic of Singapore
Tel: (65) 62641755
Email: info@fujifts.com

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Fuji Trading (America) Inc.
8515 Kelso Drive Suite A & B 
Baltimore MD21221 U.S.A.
Tel: (1) 410 238 7985
Email: sales@fujitrading.us
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DATA DISTRIBUTORS
DENMARK
Logimatic Solutions A/S
Sofiendalsvej 5B, 9200  
Aalborg SV, Denmark
Marketing and  
Communication Manager
Julie Østerberg Jakobsen
Mobile: +45 2972 0901
 jja@logimatic.com 

GERMANY
GL Maritime Software GmbH
Office Rostock, Am Seehafen 7
18147 Rostock, Germany
Tel: +49 40 36149 5237
Website:  
www.gl-maritime-software.com

GREECE
DANAOS Management  
Consultants S.A.
14 Akti Kondyli, GR 185  
45 Piraeus, Greece
Tel: + 30 210 4196600
Email: contact@danaos.gr

INDIA
Vertex Infosoft Solutions  
Pvt. Ltd.
Plot No. 526, Sector – 82
JLPL Industrial Park, Mohali - 
160055, Punjab – India
Tel: +91 172 5288333
Email: sales@vertexinfosoft.com

SINGAPORE
Lighthouse eSolutions Pte Ltd.
114, Lavender Street, #07-85 
CT Hub 2, Singapore 338729
Tel: +65 6556 2378
Email: sales@lesconnect.com.sg

SINGAPORE 
Moscord Pte Ltd.
Level 35, The Gateway West
150 Beach Road, Singapore 
189720, Singapore
Email :raquel.yu@moscord.com
Tel: +63 9178390325

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
ABS Nautical Systems
PO Box 24860, Dubai, U.A.E.
Tel: +971 4 330 6000 x118
Email: ngoudoulias@eagle.org

UNITED KINGDOM, EUROPE  
AND WORLDWIDE
Alexony Ltd. / International Marine 
Purchasing Association
East Bridge House, East Street
Colchester, Essex, CO1 2TX
Tel: +44 (0) 1206 798900
Email: info@impa.net

UNITED KINGDOM, EUROPE  
AND WORLDWIDE 
ShipServ
Head Office: London
The Clockwork Building
45 Beavor Lane
London, W6 9AR
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 20 3051 0250

Leading product
reference source for 
the maritime industry

First published 
in 1978 

YEARS IN 
THE MARKET

More than 
110,000 copies 

in circulation 

Used by 5,000+ vessels / 
300+ shipping companies

Includes 50,000+ codes
that have remained 

unchanged in 25 years

585321
957861
659485
954521

364587
125846
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998754

A digital version 
of the catalogue, 
MS Excel format

Over 50,000 products provided 
by suppliers and manufacturers 

from around the world

Updated every 
six months

Simple, quick 
and effective

The MSG Data Licence 
provides a universal 

coding system

The Guide helps purchasers and suppliers 
match and supply goods easily by using 
a unique six digit code to identify products 
exactly to an individual description  
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